My first debt is to Leonard Beerman himself. He was a remarkable mentor, friend, and inspiration. My conversations with him were unfailingly spirited, challenging, and profound. Only in the last months of his life did he agree to work with me on a volume of his sermons and writings. I am sorry that he did not live to see this volume take concrete shape—or to know how seriously his ideas were taken.

Profound thanks are due to his wife, Dr. Joan Willens Beerman, who is also a close friend. Joan opened her home to my frequent intrusions, allowing me to make my way up the spiral staircase to Leonard’s study to pore over his papers for hours on end. I’d also like to thank Leonard’s daughters, Judith, Eve, and Elizabeth, who supported the project from its inception and permitted me to make use of their father’s papers and photographs. I’m delighted that the Beerman Papers will be housed at the UCLA Department of Special Collections, where Genie Guerard and her colleagues will attend to them with their customary care.

One of the distinctive features of this book are the commentaries that follow each selection. I’m most grateful to the distinguished roster of commentators who have graced and elevated this volume. Invaluable research assistance was provided by Lindsay King, Nadav Molchadsky, and Kathy Rubio. Talia Graff invested a great deal in this project and contributed significantly as both researcher and proofreader. Thanks are due to the University of California Press editorial team including Eric Schmidt, Cindy Fulton, and Jolene Torr, as well as to Marian Rogers for her meticulous copyediting.

Finally, I would like to express thanks to David Hoberman, a deep admirer of Leonard Beerman, who instantly provided generous support to allow this project to get off the ground.